We present a sufficient condition for the recovery of a unique texture process and a unique set of viewpoints from a set of image patches that are generated by observing a flat texture process from unknown directions and orientations. We show that four image patches are sufficient in general, and we characterize the ambiguities that arise when this condition is not satisfied. The results are applicable to the perception of shape from texture and to texture-based structure from motion. Index Terms-Shape from Texture. ! • Authors are with the
INTRODUCTION
S UPPOSE we are given a collection of image patches that are the orthographic projections, from various directions and orientations, of a single texture element or a single stochastic texture process. The collection of image patches may be explained by the texture and the viewpoints that generated it, but it may also be explained by a texture that is a spatially-sheared version of the veridical one, along with a collection of viewing geometries that are distorted. We want to understand when the geometry and texture can be recovered correctly, and when they cannot.
This question arises in certain formulations of shape from texture [2] , [3] , [5] , where the local foreshortening of a spatially-repetitive texture process on a curved surface induces a perception of three-dimensional shape. In this version of the problem, the unknown per-patch geometries are interpreted as the local surface normal and tangent frames, and our quest is to understand when this "shape" and accompanying flat-texture process can be correctly identified. See Fig. 1 .
It has been previously argued that three image patches are sufficient to recover the correct geometry and texture in general [2] . Here we show that the minimum number of image patches is four, and we characterize the ambiguities that arise when the image patches are fewer in number or are geometrically degenerate.
Note that the viewing geometry associated with each image patch has three degrees of freedom: two for the viewing direction relative to the flat texture's surface normal, and one for the tangent orientation within the flat texture plane. Given a set of corresponding image patches like those on the left of Fig. 1 , one can at best expect to recover the generating tangent orientations relative to an arbitrary coordinate system in the tangent plane. This corresponds to recovering the flat texture process up to an arbitrary orthogonal transform of its two spatial dimensions (e.g., a 2D rotation of the textures on the right of Fig. 1 ). In shape from texture and other applications, this orthogonal transform is inconsequential, and for our purposes we consider any The left of each row is a collection of four image patches generated by orthographic projections of a single flat texture process, shown right. We want to understand the conditions that are sufficient for the correct viewing geometries and flat texture process to be recovered from the image patches, when neither the flat texture process nor the viewing geometries are known or labeled beforehand. geometry/texture explanation that differs from the veridical one by such a relation to be correct.
TEXTURE CYCLOSTATIONARITY
Texture is the spatial repetition of appearance, and the statistical notion of cyclostationarity provides a flexible way to characterize the repetition.
We say that a (flat, two-dimensional) texture is cyclostationary if its statistics are doubly periodic, meaning that there exist two linearly independent vectors, τ , σ ∈ R 2 for which texture statistics S satisfy S(x + τ ) = S(x) and S(x + σ) = S(x) for all x ∈ R 2 . Note that the exact definition of the statistics S requires special care. We generally want them to encode all of the perceivable appearance information, and finding a single set of statistics S that can do this for all different textures has been the topic of decades of research, dating back to the Julesz conjecture [1] , [4] .
If we give ourselves permission to tailor the statistics S to different types of textures (as we do here), then cyclostationarity describes many different texture types, including those composed of isolated structural elements as in Row 1 arXiv:2003.08885v1 [cs.CV] 19 Mar 2020 of Fig. 1 , where the intensity itself satisfies I(x + τ ) = I(x) and I(x + σ) = I(x) with orthogonal τ and σ that are the height and width of the element. It similarly includes periodic textures (Row 2) with orthogonal τ and σ being the spacing between tiles. With statistics S generalized to include suitable higher-order statistics, it even applies to more general cyclostationary textures like text (Row 3), where τ and σ correspond to the vertical and horizontal spacing between rows and letters, respectively.
An important subtlety in the definition of cyclostationarity is the requirement that the texture has two linearly independent period vectors, τ and σ. This is necessary to facilitate shape estimation, since in the case where τ and σ are linearly dependent (i.e., point in the same direction), shape estimation in the perpendicular direction cannot be obtained. One example of such an ambiguous texture is a set of parallel lines. (Imagine only the vertical lines in Row 2 of Fig. 1.) 
WARPS
Our image patches are orthographic projections of an oriented texture plane, and the resulting mapping from the texture plane to the image plane is a two-dimensional transformation that is always in the form we call a warp [2] .
where R 1 and R 2 are rotation matrices and F is a foreshortening matrix which is diagonal with values 1 and 0 < r ≤ 1 along its diagonal.
Such matrices have a singular value of 1, and have positive determinant. (In what follows, we will not actually use the r ≤ 1 property.) Each warp has three degrees of freedom as described above, which distinguishes them from a general 2D translation-free affine transformation with four degrees of freedom. These warps are called texture imaging transformations in [2] .
Warps have a useful property for the purposes of this paper:
CORRECT GEOMETRY AND TEXTURE
Our input is a set of image patches indexed by i ∈ {1, ..., N }. These are instances of patches from a flat cyclostationary texture process T , with periods τ , σ and statistics S, that have been spatially transformed by a set of warps {T i } N i=1 . We assume the existence of a texture correspondence algorithm that can identify and extract these image patches, and can register them by computing warps {W i } N i=1 that explain all image patches i ∈ {1, ..., N } by a single texture process T that may be different from the generating one. Algorithms with this capability exist for various kinds of textures, including isolated texture elements [3] , compositions of SIFT keypoints [2] , and more general cyclostationary stochastic processes [5] .
Such an inferred texture process T has its own τ and σ . Moreover, the computed warps {W i } N i=1 of a successful algorithm must satisfy W −1 i T i τ = τ and W −1 i T i σ = σ for all i ∈ {1, ...N }. What remains is to characterize the relationship between the computed {W i } N i=1 and the veridical {T i } N i=1 (which also will give the relationship between T and T ).
What we will show is that the computed warps are equal to the true warps (up to an inconsequential rotation) as long as there are N ≥ 4 input patches in general. We show this in two parts. First, cyclostationarity implies that all of the computed warps and generating warps are related by a single 2 × 2 matrix B. Next, with the help of a small intermediate result, we show that four or more patches generically imply that the matrix B is orthogonal.
To this end, we start with a definition.
be a fixed set of warps. We say that a set of warps
In the above definition, we do not actually care where the τ , σ and τ , σ come from, though in our setting these will be the periods of T and T respectively. Proof. Subtracting the equation of the first cone from the equation of the second, we obtain:
which is an equation of a plane.
The next lemma is the heart of our argument.
is also a set of warps for some invertible 2 × 2 matrix B with positive determinant.
contains four matrices that are affinely independent, then B must be a rotation.
Proof. From Lemma 1 det(H
Writing H i ∆ =
x i y i y i z i , we have that x i z i − y 2 i = 0, i.e., H i is on the cone y 2 = xz (see Fig. 2 ). Since T i B is also a warp, we also have that By assumption, there exist at least four matrices T i T i which are not coplanar (in the three-dimensional space of symmetric 2 × 2 matrices), and therefore there are at least four matrices H i which are not coplanar. But from Lemma 3, the intersection of two translated cones must lie on a plane, unless the translation is zero. Therefore the two cones which contain the (non-coplanar) H i matrices must be identical, meaning that a = b = c = 0. This shows that B is orthogonal. Its positive determinant makes B a rotation.
This says that all observable warps correspond to points on the red cone of Fig. 2 , and that ambiguity in the interpretation of geometry and texture can only occur when all observed transformations {T i } N i=1 also correspond to points contained in some translated copy of that cone, such as the blue cone in the figure. This can occur only when the observed transformations lie in some planar slice of the red cone, such as the black curve in Fig. 2 .
Putting together Lemmas 2 and 4, we arrive at the following conclusion:
be a set of warps and {W i } N i=1 be a good set of warps. If {T i T i } N i=1 contains four matrices that are affinely independent, then W i = T i B for all i ∈ {1, ...N }, where B is a rotation matrix. Given a set of patches with true warps {T i } N i=1 , Theorem 1 says that in the general case, the only possible good warps are the true warps {T i } N i=1 , up to an inconsequential rotation. This means that when N ≥ 4 generic transformations are observed, a shape from texture algorithm such as [2] , [3] , [5] must return the true geometry (if it is guaranteed to produce a good set of warps).
Ambiguous cases
The case of N = 3 is generically ambiguous because any three transformations are contained in a planar slice of the red cone. An exception in which N = 3 is sufficient for correct geometry and texture is when the frontal texture element is included in the input set of observations, meaning that one of the warps T i is the identity transformation. The identity transformation corresponds to the apex of the red cone, so when it is observed, the blue cone's position is more restricted, with its apex necessarily contained within the red cone. In this case only two additional transformations are needed in general to restrict B to being orthogonal.
Degenerate scenarios with N ≥ 4 occur when all of the observed transformations happen to lie in a planar slice of the red cone (e.g., the black curve in Fig. 2 ). Below is one example where the set of observations is infinite but planar, allowing two distinct interpretations of geometry and texture. In this case, the correct interpretation cannot be distinguished from the false one without an additional constraint or source of information.
Example. Define a hemispherical surface with height function z(x, y) = 1 − x 2 − y 2 with x 2 + y 2 ≤ 1. Suppose texture elements are visible on the portion of the surface corresponding to positions (x, y) such that x 2 + y 2 ≥ λ for some parameter λ ∈ (0, 1). See Fig. 3(a) . Define a (conspiratorial) tangent orientation field on the surface, φ(x, y) = 1 2 cos −1 λ x 2 + y 2 , λ ≤ x 2 + y 2 ≤ 1, (2) and select the true warp at position (x, y) to be:
T (x, y) = 1 x 2 + y 2 
where R(φ) is a matrix representing rotation by angle φ.
Applying the warps {T (x, y)} to a square texture element and using them to paint the truncated hemisphere for which λ ≤ x 2 + y 2 ≤ 1 results in the image shown in Fig. 3(a) . Figure 3(b) shows the true surface normals (visualized as an RGB image by linearly scaling them to the range [0, 1]), and true texture element (scaled ×2 for clarity).
Let us choose:
Then the set {W (x, y)}, where W (x, y) = T (x, y)B, is also a set of warps which, along with a square element scaled by B −1 , can perfectly explain all observed image patches.
The normals corresponding to the alternative explanation of {W (x, y)} and the corresponding frontal texture element are shown in Fig. 3(c) .
